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Email Archiving

Secure, Unalterable, Available and Highly Affordable
SecureStore is one of the safest and most reliable email archiving and retrieval services available,
TM

providing a highly sophisticated feature set for easy storage, retrieval, and email monitoring at an
affordable price. When combined with our CloudFilter email security and XtraMail email
TM

TM

continuity services SecureStore rounds out a comprehensive solution for all your email filtering, email
continuity and email archiving needs.

Search and send saves you from costly legal fees
Having access to a searchable, exportable email archive is vital. The legal system assumes businesses are adequately
prepared. Email backups that are stored on tape or via other archaic storage methods simply aren’t an option any more.

Court Case

Outcome

Williams v. Taser Intl.

A 245+ person company had to hire an e-discovery expert full time
to manually produce the data required by the court.

Best Buy Stores v. Developers Diversified Realty

Best Buy’s data was on tape backup, which they claimed cost into
6 figures to produce. On top of that, the judge gave them only 28
days to present the data.

Why choose SafeSend?
Email archiving is a systematic approach to saving and protecting
the data contained in email messages so it can be accessed
quickly at a later date. That’s what SecureStore is designed to do.
And because we know email management is critical to any
business, we strive to do it better than anyone else.
SecureStore leads the industry in providing the most secure,
unalterable archive of your company’s email history. Our hosted
technology captures email content during transport, before the
end-user can tamper with or delete it. That’s how we can meet
all compliance requirements and guarantee that your archive
is truly tamperproof. With SecureStore you’ll have peace of mind
knowing that your archiving is being handled by pros.
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Benefits of archiving

The SecureStore difference

Powerful search and fast access

Meet eDiscovery search and retrieval requirements
and ensure legal compliance

Quickly retrieve emails by searching across a specific date
range, use wildcard characters to look for specific words
within subject lines, or pull any/all emails from a specific

Archive inbound, outbound and internal messages
Give end users unalterable access to their personal
archive via Microsoft Outlook

domain (e.g., yourcompany.net)

Compliance ready solution

Tamperproof read-only storage

Governmental agencies such as the U.S. Securities and

Searchable data and metadata

Exchange Commission (SEC) and other regulatory entities

Transport and storage encryption

have established strict requirements for electronic document

Secure archiving communications using

retention, accessibility, and security.

TLS or SSL

Alternative data storage

Valuable supplement to existing point-in-time backups

Gain additional storage space without additional costs

Restore individual messages faster than a tape backup

associated with traditional cloud-based backups.

No size restrictions

Flexible file handling

Import pre-existing messages into SecureStore

Reduce the storage burden on your mail server by keeping

Archived messages can be safely removed from the
server to free up space and improve performance

your email archive in the cloud. You’re free to view, forward,
and download messages from your archive in various file

Desktop PST files can also be imported, securing
customer data in a central repository

formats. How you manage it is up to you.

Scalablility

SecureStore is built on a highly reliable and scalable SaaS platform. SecureStore can be deployed immediately and requires no
upfront hardware or software investment.
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SecureStore is great for e-discovery as well as routine
retrieval of lost or inadvertently deleted email
There are plenty of reasons why you should consider investing in the SecureStore email archiving solution. Here are some of the best ways SecureStore can benefit your organisation:

Business continuity – not a day goes by where some organization loses all of their email history
through a combination of technical failures, fires, and theft. The cost, in terms of organisation disruption and
efficiency is incalculable. SecureStore is your peace-of-mind.

Regulatory compliance - there’s a good chance your organisation is required by law to store email
for a certain period of time. Laws vary by country, but in the U.S. HIPAA, the USA Patriot Act, SEC Rule 17a3&4, Sarbanes-Oxley, FRCP, FDA Title 21 CFR Part 11 and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act are among the laws that
might apply to you. With SecureStore you’re covered.

Litigation and legal discovery - Without SecureStore, email likely exists on some combination of
backup tapes and on end users’ local workstations. If a specific email needs to be found for an internal investigation or in response to litigation, it can take weeks to find and costs a great deal. With SecureStore, email can
be searched and found in seconds.

Messaging system & storage optimisation - SecureStore improves email server performance and storage efficiency by removing emails and attachments from the messaging server based on
administrator-defined policies—by age, source, type, etc. Archived email and attachments remain accessible to
your end users through your existing email client applications.

Other uses include - SecureStore is also effective for email backup and disaster recovery, records
management (email retention policy), and monitoring of internal and external email content.

Contact: sales_uk@zycko.com or +44 (0)1285 868 500
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Supported platforms
Inbound/Outbound archiving supports any mail platform. Plus the addition of internal mail is supported on any platform
capable of presenting a secure, journaled IMAP email box (contact support for details). As a hosted solution, SecureStore is
independent of your email platform, allowing you to upgrade your email server to a new version or change your backup
software without affecting the data in the archive.

Data retention terms
Choose from 3 different archiving terms designed to meet your specific compliance needs. Our SecureStore service provides
convenient management and retention of inbound, outbound and internal emails. Do you need SecureStore for up to 5 or 10
years? Simply select the right Archiving package for you and you’re ready to go.
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All levels of SecureStore include:
Free setup
No long-term commitment
No data limitations on any timed storage plan

CloudFilter

TM

Total Email Security

SafeSend

TM

Enhanced Outbound

XtraMail

TM

Email Continuity

SecureStore

TM

Email Archiving

ForcEncrypt

TM

Email Encryption

CloudMail

TM

Secure Hosted Email

Exchange +

Secure MS Exchange
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